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When studying vocabulary, always
learn the gender of the noun. Often,
you will simply have to memorize the
gender. However, there are a few tips
you can learn:
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The ending of a noun is often a clue:

The ending of a noun is often a clue:

Masculine
- eau
- isme
- ment
- age
- phone
- scope
- eur
etc.

Feminine
- ie
- sion
- tion
- ure
- té
- ette
- euse
etc.

Nouns that have come into French from
other languages are usually, but not
always, masculine: le jazz
• The names of languages are masculine,
but never capitalized: le chinois
• The names of some professions, and
many nouns that end in “e” in the
masculine form, only have one singular
form, used to refer to both males and
females: le / la touriste
•
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